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ABSTRACT. We study the question of when geometric extension algebras are poly-
nomial quasihereditary. Our main theorem is that under certain assumptions, a
geometric extension algebra is polynomial quasihereditary if and only if it arises
from what we call an even resolution. We give an application to the construction
of reflection functors for quiver Hecke algebras.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is about the study of algebras which appear geometrically in the
form

A(X, f) := Hom•DbG(X)(f∗kY , f∗kY )

where f :Y −→X is a proper G-equivariant morphism of complex algebraic va-
rieties with Y smooth, and k is the coefficient ring. Such algebras have a history
of appearing in Lie-theoretic representation theory, dating back to [CG, L1]. For
our applications, the most important examples are the quiver Hecke algebras (also
known as KLR algebras) of finite ADE type.

This paper is heavily influenced by the ideas of Kato in his papers [K1, K2],
where such algebras were studied in the case where k = Ql. Kato proved that
certain such extension algebras are polynomial quasihereditary, and studied some
consequences of this fact.

We work over a general ground field in a deliberate attempt for this work to
be relevant for modular representation theory. This requires us to replace the role
of purity arguments from Kato’s work with arguments based on the notion of
evenness.
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Our main theorems are Theorems 4.7 and 5.2. Theorem 4.7 states that under
conditions (♠)1, (♠)2 and (♥) (to be introduced in §3), a geometric extension al-
gebra for an even morphism f is polynomial quasihereditary. Moreover, there is a
converse, which is Theorem 5.2: If A(X, f) is concentrated in even degrees and is
polynomial quasihereditary, then f is even.

After proving our main theorem, we turn our attention to an application to the
theory of quiver Hecke algebras. The fact that finite type quiver Hecke algebras
are polynomial quasihereditary is essentially due to [BKM], we give a complete
proof in Theorem 6.11. As a corollary, we deduce the fact that the correspond-
ing morphism f is even. A geometric proof of this result has subsequently been
discovered by Maksimau [M2]. This allows us access to the machinery of parity
sheaves [JMW] in studying the representation theory of these quiver Hecke al-
gebras. We utilise this machinery to generalise Kato’s construction of reflection
functors categorifying the braid group action on Uq(g).

We thank K. Coulembier, P. Shan, T. Braden, C. Mautner and S. Makisumi for
useful conversations, and some anonymous referees for their comments.

2. POLYNOMIAL QUASIHEREDITARY ALGEBRAS

In this section, we collect various facts about polynomial quasihereditary alge-
bras which we will need. The main reference is [Kl].

A Z-graded algebra A = ⊕n∈ZAn is Laurentian if An is finite dimensional for all
n, and there exists N ∈ Z such that An = 0 for n < N . When considering modules
over a graded algebra, the assumption which we will always make in this paper is
that all modules we consider are always graded modules. We use multiplication
by q to indicate the grading shift.

A polynomial ring is a commutative graded ring k[x1, x2, . . . , xn], where each
variable xi is homogeneous of positive degree. A standard example isH∗GLn(C)(pt).

Let A be a Noetherian Laurentian graded unital algebra. Then A has a finite
number of simple modules up to isomorphism and grading shift, all of which are
finite dimensional. Let Π be an indexing set for this set of simples. For each π ∈ Π,
let L(π) be a choice of the corresponding simple and let P (π) be its projective
cover.

Definition 2.1. A two sided ideal J ⊂ A is called polynomial heredity if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(SI1) HomA(J,A/J) = 0;
(SI2) As a left module, J ∼= P (π)⊕m for some π ∈ Π and m ∈ N[q, q−1], and setting

B(π) := EndA(P (π))op, we have B(π) is a graded polynomial ring.
(PSI) As a right B(π)-module, P (π) is finitely generated and free.

Since B(π) is assumed to be a polynomial ring, condition (PSI) is equivalent
to P (π) being finitely generated and flat as a right B(π)-module. It is this latter
condition which appears in [Kl, Definition 6.1].

Definition 2.2. The algebra A is called polynomial quasihereditary if there exists a finite
chain of two-sided ideals A = J0 ) J1 ) · · · ) Jn = (0) such that Ji/Ji+1 is a
polynomial heredity ideal in A/Ji+1 for all 0 ≤ i < n.

Let ≺ be a partial order on Π. For each π ∈ Π, let Σπ be the full subcategory
of A-modules whose Jordan-Holder constituents are all of the form qnL(σ) where
σ � π. For each π ∈ Π, let ∆(π) be the projective cover of L(π) in Σπ .
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Definition 2.3. The category A-mod is polynomial highest weight if the following condi-
tions are satisfied for each π ∈ Π:
(SC1) P (π) has a filtration 0 = P0 ⊂ P1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pn = P (π) with Pn/Pn−1 ∼= ∆(π)

and for 1 ≤ i < n, Pi/Pi−1 ∼= qN∆(σ) for some N ∈ Z and σ ≺ π.
(SC2) B(π) := EndA(∆(π))op is a polynomial algebra.
(HWC) ∆(π) is a finitely generated free right B(π)-module.

In [Kl], one will see in place of (HWC) the condition that Hom(P (σ),∆(π)) is a
free rightB(π)-module of finite rank. This follows from (HWC) since Hom(P (σ),∆(π))
is a direct summand of Hom(A,∆(π)) ∼= ∆(π). Therefore under (HWC), Hom(P (σ),∆(π))
is a summand of a finite free B(π)-module, hence is finite and free since B(π) is a
polynomial algebra.

Kleshchev proves the following result, which in the finite dimensional setting
is the classical result of Cline, Parshall and Scott [CPS, Theorem 3.6].

Theorem 2.4. [Kl, Theorem 6.7] The algebra A is polynomial quasihereditary if and
only if the category A-mod is polynomial highest weight.

3. GEOMETRIC SETUP

Let X be a complex algebraic variety with an action of an algebraic group G.
For each x ∈ X , let Gx be the stabiliser of x. Let k be a field. We assume the
following conditions:

(♠)1 G acts on X with finitely many orbits.
(♠)2 For all x ∈ X , the stabiliser Gx is connected and Hi

Gx
(pt; k) vanishes for

odd i.
Condition (♠)2 always holds when Gx is a connected affine algebraic group

whose quotient by its unipotent radical is a product of groups GLn(C). In gen-
eral, if Gx is a connected affine algebraic group, (♠)2 holds whenever char(k) is
outside a small set of known primes, called torsion primes for Gx. Condition (♠)2
implies that H•Gx(pt; k) is a polynomial algebra. See [JMW, Theorem 2.44] and the
references quoted there.

We spend most of our time working inside the G-equivariant derived category
DG(X; k) of constructible k-sheaves on X , whose definition and basic properties
can be found in [BL]. For any objects F and G, we write

Hom•(F ,G) :=
⊕
d∈Z

HomDG(X;k)(F ,G[d])

which is considered as a graded vector space in the obvious way.
Let f :Y −→X be a proper G-equivariant morphism, where Y is a smooth com-

plex algebraic variety. Let L = f∗kY ∈ Db
G(X). We will study the representation

theory of the graded algebra

A(X, f) := Hom•(L,L).

We only consider A(X, f) as an associative algebra in this paper, we do not care
whether it arises from a formal A∞-algebra. If k has characteristic zero, these
algebras will often be formal at least in cases of representation-theoretic interest
(for an example, see [We, Lemma 4.7]).

Lemma 3.1. The algebra A(X, f) is Noetherian and Laurentian.
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Proof. Let Z = Y ×X Y . Then A(X, f) is isomorphic to the G-equivariant Borel-
Moore homology of Z. Since Z is an algebraic variety, A(X, f) is therefore finitely
generated over H•G(pt), hence is Laurentian and Noetherian. �

We make one more assumption.
(♥) Taking the closure of the support induces a bijection between indecompos-

able direct summands of f∗kY up to shift and the set of G-orbits on X . The
restriction of each indecomposable summand to the corresponding orbit is
the constant sheaf on the orbit.

We will check this strange looking condition for the quiver Hecke algebras in
Theorem 6.10.

Let Π be a set indexing the orbits. We write Oπ for the orbit corresponding to
π ∈ Π and Pπ for the corresponding indecomposable summand of L. We may
normalise the homological shift so that the restriction of Pπ to Oπ is a sheaf. Con-
versely, given an orbit Z, we write πZ for the corresponding element of Π. Fur-
thermore, define

P (π) = Hom•(L,Pπ) and L(π) = hdP (π).

Theorem 3.2. The modules L(π) comprise a complete set of irreducible modules for
A(X, f), up to grading shift. The projective cover of L(π) is P (π).

Proof. The category Db
G(X; k) is Karoubian and Krull-Schmidt. Therefore the ad-

ditive envelope of L is equivalent to the category of projective A(X, f)-modules.
The additive envelope of L is the smallest full subcategory containing L that is
closed under shifts, direct sums and direct summands. This equivalence is given
by Hom•(L,−), so we see that the P (π) are the indecomposable projectives, prov-
ing the theorem. �

Let F ∈ Db
G(X; k). F is said to be ∗-even if Hj(i∗xF) = 0 for all odd j and all

inclusions ix : {x} −→X of a point into X . F is said to be !-even if Hj(i!xF) = 0
for all odd j and all inclusions ix : {x}−→X of a point into X . F is said to be even
if it is both ∗-even and !-even. For ? ∈ {∗, !, ∅}, F is ?-parity if F ∼= F ′ ⊕ F ′′[1]
with F ′ and F ′′ ?-even (this corresponds to the zero pariversity function in the
terminology of [JMW]).

For each x ∈ X , let Yx be the fibre f−1(x). We require the following notions of
evenness, which are primarily useful for proper morphisms.

Definition 3.3. The morphism f is even if Hi(Yx; k) = 0 for all x ∈ X and odd integers
i.

A Z-graded algebra A = ⊕d∈ZAd is said to be even if Ad = 0 for all odd d.

Lemma 3.4. If f is even, then A(X, f) is even.

Proof. By [JMW, Proposition 2.34], L = f∗kY is even. By [JMW, Proposition 2.6],
this implies that A(X, f) is even. �

Lemma 3.5. Let F be an even object in Db
H(pt; k), where H is a connected algebraic

group with H∗H(pt; k) concentrated in even degrees. Then

F ∼=
⊕
d∈2Z

k[d]⊕md

for some integers md.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the width of the support of F . This support is
the set of integers i such that Hi(F) 6= 0, where Hi is the cohomological functor
associated with the usual t-structure. If this width is one, then F lies (up to a shift)
in the abelian category of H-equivariant sheaves on a point. Since H is connected,
every such sheaf is a direct sum of constant sheaves. This completes the proof in
this case.

Now assume that the width of F is greater than one. Consider a triangle of the
form

τ≤iF → F → τ>iF
+1−−→

Choose i such that τ≤iF and τ>iF have smaller support thanF , so by the inductive
hypothesis this triangle is of the form⊕

d∈2Z,d≤i
k[d]⊕md → F →

⊕
d∈2Z,d>i

k[d]⊕md
+1−−→ .

Since H∗H(pt) is concentrated in even degrees, Hom(k, k[e]) = 0 for odd e. There-
fore the morphism τ>iF → τ≤iF [1] is zero. Thus F ∼= τ≤iF ⊕ τ>iF , hence is of the
desired form. �

4. EVENNESS IMPLIES AFFINE HIGHEST WEIGHT

The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 4.7. Throughout, the partial order
on Π is the closure relation. We assume throughout this section that L is even.

Let π ∈ Π. Write oπ :Oπ −→ X for the inclusion of the corresponding orbit.
Define

∆(π) = Hom•(L, (oπ)∗kOπ ).

This is an A(X, f)-module. We will show in Proposition 4.5 that this choice of
notation is justified, in the sense that this agrees with the algebraically defined
module with the same name. Until we make this identification, we reserve the
notation ∆(π) for this geometrically defined module.

Lemma 4.1. Let L be parity and P be !-even on X . Let i :Z−→X be the inclusion of a
closed subset and j the inclusion of the open complement. Then i!i!P and j∗j∗P are also
!-even, and there is a short exact sequence of Hom•(L,L)-modules

0→ Hom•(L, i!i!P)→ Hom•(L,P)→ Hom•(L, j∗j∗P)→ 0.

Proof. It follows from [JMW, Proposition 2.6] that the long exact sequence obtained
by applying Hom(L,−) to the triangle i!i!P → P → j∗j

∗P +1−−→ breaks up into a
series of short exact sequences for parity vanishing reasons. �

Corollary 4.2. [JMW, Corollary 2.9] Let j :U−→X be the inclusion of an openG-stable
subset and L be a parity sheaf on X . Then the canonical algebra homomorphism

Hom•(L,L)→ Hom•(j∗L, j∗L)

is surjective.

Proof. Take P = L in Lemma 4.1 and use the (j∗, j∗) adjunction. �

A module M is said to have a standard flag if it has a finite flag of submodules
0 = M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Mn = M such that each quotient Mi/Mi−1 is isomorphic to
qN∆(π) for some N ∈ Z and π ∈ Π.

Lemma 4.3. Let F be !-even. Then Hom•(L,F) has a standard flag.
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Proof. Induct on the number of orbits in supp(F). Let Z ⊂ supp(F) be closed such
that V := supp(F ) \ Z is a single orbit. Let U = X \ Z and write j :U −→X and
i :Z −→X for the inclusions. Then i!i

!F and j∗j
∗F are both !-even. So there is a

short exact sequence of A(X, f)-modules

0→ Hom•(L, i!i!F)→ Hom•(L,F)→ Hom•(L, j∗j∗F)→ 0.

Let o :V −→X be the inclusion. We have j∗j∗F ∼= o∗o
∗F . Since o∗F is !-even and

V is a single orbit, it is even and Lemma 3.5 implies that o∗F is a direct sum of
even shifts of kV . Therefore Hom•(L, j∗j∗F) is a direct sum of even shifts of the
standard module ∆(πV ). By inductive assumption, Hom•(L, i!i!F) has a standard
filtration. Therefore Hom•(L,F) has a standard filtration. �

Corollary 4.4. The condition (SC1) holds.

Proof. The projective P (π) is Hom•(L,Pπ) with Pπ parity. Therefore P (π) has a
standard filtration. Since supp(Pπ) = Oπ and Pπ|Oπ ∼= k, an examination of the
proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that all sections of the filtration bar one are of the form
∆(σ) with σ ≺ π, and the remaining section is ∆(π) and appears as a quotient. �

Proposition 4.5. The module ∆(π) is an algebraic standard module, in the sense that it
is the projective cover of L(π) in Σπ .

Proof. To achieve this identification, we have to show that
(1) Any simple subquotient of ∆(π) is of the form L(σ) with σ � π.
(2) If σ � π, then dim Hom(∆(π), L(σ)) = δπσ and Ext1(∆(π), L(σ)) = 0.

For the first fact, suppose that L(σ) is a subquotient of ∆(π). Then there is a
nontrivial homomorphism from P (σ) to ∆(π), hence the projection from L to the
summand Pσ acts nontrivially on ∆(π). Therefore

(4.1) Hom•(Pσ, (oπ)∗k) 6= 0.

Unless σ � π, there is an open G-invariant subset U of X containing Oπ such that
supp(Pσ) ∩ U = ∅. Write j :U−→X for the open embedding. Then j∗Pσ = 0 so

Hom•(Pσ, j∗F) = Hom•(j∗Pσ,F) = 0

for any F . Since (oπ)∗k is of the form j∗F , this contradicts (4.1) above, proving the
first part.

Now consider the short exact sequence from Corollary 4.4

(4.2) 0→ K(π)→ P(π)→ ∆(π)→ 0

where K(π) has a filtration with subquotients of the form ∆(τ), for τ ≺ π.
Each ∆(τ) is a quotient of P (τ), so has an irreducible head, namely L(τ). There-

fore Hom(K(π), L(σ)) = 0 unless σ ≺ π. Applying Hom(−, L(σ)) to the short exact
sequence (4.2) then yields Ext1(∆(π), L(σ)) = 0 unless σ ≺ π, as required. �

Proposition 4.6. The module ∆(π) satisfies (SC2) and (HWC).

Proof. Let j :U −→X be the inclusion of an open G-stable subset such that Oπ is
closed in U . The module ∆(π) is of the form Hom•(L, j∗F) = Hom•(j∗L,F) and
the action of Hom•(L,L) factors through the quotient Hom•(j∗L, j∗L). Therefore
in checking conditions (SC2) and (HWC), it suffices to assume without loss of
generality that Oπ is closed in X .
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Now write Z for Oπ , i :Z −→ X for the inclusion and suppose Z is closed
in X . Then by condition (♥), Pπ ∼= i∗kZ up to a shift. Recalling that P (π) =
Hom•(L,Pπ), we get

End(P (π)) ∼= Hom•(i∗kZ , i∗kZ) ∼= H∗G(Z).

By (♠)2, this is a polynomial algebra, proving (SC2).
Let YZ = f−1(Z). Since f is G-equivariant, the map YZ → Z is a fibration with

fibre f−1(z), where z is some point in Z. We consider the Leray spectral sequence
for G-equivariant sheaf cohomology applied to the dualising sheaf of YZ . There
is no monodromy to worry about because of (♠)2, so this spectral sequence takes
the form

H∗G(Z;H∗(f
−1(z))) =⇒ HG

∗ (YZ).

Here we write H∗ for Borel-Moore homology and HG
∗ for G-equivariant Borel-

Moore homology. Since f is even, this spectral sequence degenerates at the E2

page. The E∞ page is P (π) ∼= HG
∗ (YZ). Therefore P (π) is free over End(P (π)) ∼=

H∗G(Z) since the E2 page is obviously free, showing condition (HWC). �

We have thus proved

Theorem 4.7. Assume (♠)1, (♠)2 and (♥). Suppose that f is even. Then A(X, f)-mod
is polynomial highest weight for the partial order given by orbit closures.

As a consequence, these algebras satisfy the properties developed in [Kl] and
[F]. For example they have finite global dimension and a family of proper standard
modules. If they are finite over their centre (which we conjecture is always the
case and is known for quiver Hecke algebras [KL1, Corollary 2.10]), then they also
admit a theory of tilting modules.

5. THE REVERSE IMPLICATION

The aim of this section is to prove our other main theorem, which is a partial
converse to Theorem 4.7. First we record a lemma about spectral sequences.

Lemma 5.1. Consider a cohomological spectral sequence concentrated in the first quad-
rant that converges to ∆. Let B = E•,02 . Suppose that B is a polynomial ring and that B
acts freely on ∆. Then the spectral sequence degenerates at the E2-page.

Proof. Write F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · for the filtration of ∆ such that Fi/Fi−1 ∼= E•,i∞ . Each
Fi is a B-module.

We will prove by strong induction on i that Fi is a free B-module, generated in
degrees at most i and that E•,i2 = E•,i∞ .

Assume then that b is such that the inductive hypothesis holds for i < b. Since
Fb/Fb−1 is generated in degrees at least b, we have Fb ∼= Fb−1 ⊕ Fb/Fb−1. As Fb is
a submodule of ∆, this implies that Fb/Fb−1 is torsion-free.

The B-module E•,b2 is free over B and generated by E0,b
2 . By the inductive hy-

pothesis on the spectral sequence degenerating in rows below b, we have E0,b
2 =

E0,b
∞ . The presence of any non-trivial differential involving the b-th row of the spec-

tral sequence will therefore cause E•,b∞ to not be torsion-free over B, i.e. Fb/Fb−1
to not be torsion-free over B. This is a contradiction. Therefore every differential
involving the b-th row is trivial.
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We have thus shown that E•,b2 = E•,b∞ and therefore both are free over B, gener-
ated in degree b. This completes the proof of the induction hypothesis for i = b, so
we have finished the proof of the lemma. �

Here is our other main theorem:

Theorem 5.2. Assume (♠)1, (♠)2, (♥) and thatA(X, f) is even. Suppoose thatA(X, f)
is polynomial quasihereditary with respect to the partial order induced by the closure order
between orbits. Then f is even.

Remark 5.3. We only need to know that A(X, f) is polynomial quasihereditary for
some refinement of ≺ to a total order.

Proof. We induct on the number of orbits ofG onX . Let i :Z−→X be the inclusion
of a closed orbit. Let z be a point in Z. Let YZ = f−1(Z).

By condition (♥), i∗kZ occurs up to grading shift as a direct summand of f∗kY .
Therefore the projective module corresponding to Z is PZ := Hom•(L, i∗kZ). Us-
ing the properness of f to write f∗ = f! and the usual adjunction and base-change
properties, this can also be written as a grading shift of HG

∗ (YZ).
Since Z is minimal in the order ≺, this module is also the standard module ∆Z

associated to the orbit Z.
The endomorphism algebra of ∆Z = PZ is

BZ := (End ∆Z)op ∼= Hom•(i∗kZ , i∗kZ) ∼= H∗G(Z).

Again consider the spectral sequence

H∗G(Z;H∗(f
−1(z))) =⇒ HG

∗ (YZ) = ∆Z .

By Lemma 5.1, this spectral sequence degenerates at the E2 page.
Thus if f−1(z) fails to be even, then PZ = ∆Z also fails to be even. Since PZ is

a direct summand up to shift of A(X, f) which is assumed to be even, this proves
that f−1(z) is even.

Now consider i!L. By base change and smoothness of Y , we have i!L = f∗ωYZ [−2 dimY ].
Since f :YZ−→Z is a fibration whose fibre has no odd Borel-Moore homology, the
object i!L is an even object of Db

G(Z; k) ∼= Db
Gz

(pt; k). By Lemma 3.5, it is thus a
direct sum of even shifts of kZ .

Therefore Hom•(L, i!i!L) is a direct sum of even shifts of PZ . We denote this
module P .

Let U = X \ Z and j :U−→X be the open embedding. Let

Q0 =
⊕
d∈2Z

Hom(j∗L, j∗L[d]) and Q1 =
⊕

d∈2Z+1

Hom(j∗L, j∗L[d]).

We apply Hom(L,−) to the triangle

i!i
!L → L → j∗j

∗L +1−−→
and obtain the following exact sequence of A(X, f)-modules:

(5.1) 0→ Q1 → P → A(X, f)→ Q0 → 0

where Q0 = Hom•(j∗L, j∗L).
Let J be the heredity ideal in A(X, f) corresponding to the closed orbit Z. We

first aim to show that Q0 = A(X, f)/J . To do this, we need to show
(1) Hom(Q0, L(πZ)) = 0
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(2) Hom(Q0, L(π)) 6= 0 for all π 6= πZ .
(3) Ext1(Q0, L(π)) = 0 for all π 6= πZ .

For (1), suppose there is a nonzero homomorphism from Q0 to L(πZ). It is
surjective as L(πZ) is simple, so we obtain a nonzero homomorphism from PZ to
Q0. Therefore there is a nonzero composition L → i∗kZ → L → j∗j

∗L[d] for some
d. But

Hom(i∗kZ , j∗j
∗L[d]) ∼= Hom(j∗i∗kZ , j

∗L[d]) = 0

since j∗i∗ = 0, a contradiction.
For (2), if π 6= πZ , then j∗Pπ 6= 0. Then Hom•(j∗L, j∗Pπ) is a summand of Q0

which is nonzero since it contains the identity morphism on j∗Pπ . Using (5.1), we
see there is a surjection from P (π) to Hom•(j∗L, j∗Pπ). Therefore Hom•(j∗L, j∗Pπ)
has L(π) as a quotient, hence the same is true of Q0.

For (3), first note that since A(X, f) is projective, the sequence (5.1) shows that
Ext1(Q0, L(π)) is a subquotient of Hom(P,L(π)). Since P is a direct sum of shifts
of PZ , we have Hom(P,L(π)) = 0 for all π 6= πZ , as required.

Therefore Q0 is the quotient by the heredity ideal J associated to Z. So there is
a short exact sequence

0→ Q1 → P → J → 0.

We have already shown that P is a direct sum of copies of PZ . Since J is the
heredity ideal, it is also a projective A(X, f)-module, so this short exact sequence
splits. Therefore Q1 is a direct sum of copies of shifts of PZ by the Krull-Schmidt
property. If Q1 6= 0, then there must be a nonzero homomorphism from PZ to Q1.
But this is impossible by the same argument just used to prove Hom(Q0, L(πZ)) =
0 above.

Now we consider A(U, f) ∼= Q0. Since we’ve just shown A(U, f) is the quotient
of A(X, f) by the heredity ideal J , it is polynomial quasihereditary. Therefore by
induction on the number of orbits we know that π has even fibres over U . We’ve
also shown that π has even fibres over Z, completing the proof. �

6. APPLICATION TO QUIVER HECKE ALGEBRAS

Let Q be a quiver of finite Dynkin type. This is a directed graph which becomes
a finite type Dynkin diagram when the orientation is forgotten. Let I be the set of
vertices of Q. Fix ν =

∑
i∈I νii ∈ NI . Define

Eν =
∏
i→j

HomC(Cνi ,Cνj )

Gν =
∏
i∈I

GLνi(C).

When we need to make the dependence on Q explicit in the notation, we write
Eν(Q). The stack [Eν/Gν ] is the moduli stack of representations ofQ of dimension
vector ν.

Let Yν be the variety of pairs (x,F•) where x ∈ Eν and F• = (0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂
· · · ⊂ F |ν| = ⊕i∈ICνi) is a full flag in⊕i∈ICνi satisfying the conditions xFm ⊂ Fm
and Fm = ⊕i∈I(Fm ∩ Cνi) for all m. Let f :Yν −→ Eν be the Gν-equivariant
morphism sending (x,F) to x.

The following definition of the quiver Hecke algebra is equivalent to the usual
one via generators and relations [M1].
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Definition 6.1. The quiver Hecke algebra is the algebra

R(ν) := A(Eν , f).

Up to isomorphism, this algebra only depends on the underlying graph of Q,
not its orientation. This fact follows from the presentation of R(ν) given in [M1],
together with the discussion on change of parameters in [KL2].

We remark that Yν is smooth, disconnected and not equidimensional. The grad-
ing we have put on R(ν) differs in a trivial way from the usual one, which corre-
sponds to replacing kYν by IC(Yν , k) in the definition of R(ν).

There is a canonical non-unital inclusion of algebras R(λ) ⊗ R(µ) ↪→ R(λ + µ).
Letting eλµ be the image of the unit under this embedding, we define a pair of
adjoint induction and restriction functors by

Indλ,µ(X) = R(λ+ µ)eλµ
⊗

R(λ)⊗R(µ)

X

for X ∈ R(λ)⊗R(µ)-mod, and

Resλ,µ Y = eλµY

for Y ∈ R(λ+ µ)-mod.
If M is a R(λ)-module and N is a R(µ)-module, we write M ◦N for Indλµ(M �

N). The induction and restriction functor satisfy natural associativity properties
and we define M1 ◦ · · · ◦Mn and Resλ1,...,λn accordingly.

Forgetting the orientation onQ gives a Dynkin diagram of type ADE and hence
a root system and Weyl group. Let {αi}i∈I be a corresponding set of simple roots,
naturally indexed by I . We identify αi with i and hence NI with the set of nonneg-
ative linear combinations of simple roots. In this way we can talk meaningfully
about roots as elements of NI .

Write {si}i∈I for the generators of the Weyl group and w0 for the longest ele-
ment. Let N = `(w0) and w0 = si1 · · · siN be a reduced expression of w0. Define

(6.1) βk = si1 · · · sik−1
αik .

It is well known that β1, . . . , βN is an enumeration of the positive roots.
Let γ1, . . . , γN be a sequence of linear functionals γi :NI−→R such that γi(βi) >

0, γi(βj) ≤ 0 if i < j and γi(βj) ≥ 0 if i > j. We give two examples in (6.3) and
(6.4). The latter one is more important for our purposes.

A Kostant partition of ν ∈ NI is a sequence of natural numbers (n1, . . . , nN ) such
that

∑
i niβi = ν. Let KP (ν) be the set of Kostant partitions of ν and kpf(ν) be the

number of Kostant partitions of ν.
Define a partial order on the set of Kostant partitions of ν by (n1, . . . , nN ) �

(m1, . . . ,mN ) if

(6.2)
k∑
t=1

γk(βt)nt ≤
k∑
t=1

γk(βt)mt

for all 1 ≤ k ≤ N . This depends on the choice of γi, but we suppress this depen-
dence from the notation.

Let M be a R(mβi)-module, where m ∈ N and βi is as in (6.1). M is said to be
semicuspidal if for all λ, µ ∈ NI such that Resλ,µM 6= 0, λ ∈ spanN{βi, . . . , βN} and
µ ∈ spanN{b1, . . . , βi}.
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Lemma 6.2. LetM1, . . . ,MN be semicuspidal representations ofR(m1β1), . . . , R(mNβN )
respectively. Suppose that (n1, . . . , nN ) is a Kostant partition such that

Resn1β1,...,nNβN (M1 ◦ · · · ◦MN ) 6= 0.

Then (m1, . . . ,mN ) � (n1, . . . , nN ).

Proof. We require the Mackey filtration for the composite Res ◦ Ind from [KL1,
Proposition 2.18] whose most general statement is [Mc1, Proposition 2.7]. We con-
sider the Mackey filtration for

Resn1β1+···+nkβk,nk+1βk+1+···+nNβN (M1 ◦ · · · ◦MN ).

A nonzero subquotient is parametrised by x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . yN with Resxi,yiMi 6=
0 and n1β1 + · · ·+nkβk =

∑N
i=1 xi. If i < k, then as Mi is semicuspidal, yi is a sum

of roots βj with j ≤ i. So by the definition of γk, γk(yi) ≤ 0. If i ≥ k then again by
semicuspidality, xi is a sum of roots βj with j ≥ i, so again by the definition of γk,
γk(xi) ≥ 0 for such i.

We have mi = xi + yi and nk+1βk+1 + · · ·+ nNβN = y1 + · · ·+ yN . Therefore
N∑

s=k+1

nsβs −
N∑

s=k+1

msβs = (y1 + · · ·+ yk)− (xk+1 + · · ·+ xN ).

Apply γk to get γk(
∑k
i=1miβi) ≥ γk(

∑k
i=1 niβi) for all k, as required. �

Lemma 6.2 is precisely what is needed to run the arguments of [Mc1] and [BKM]
for the partial order ≺ rather than the bilexicographical order considered in those
papers. We thus have the following corollary:

Corollary 6.3. The results of [Mc1] and [BKM], as well as Theorem 6.11 below, are valid
with this more refined partial order replacing the bilexicographical order in those papers.

One example of an allowable choice of {γk} is

(6.3) γk = −si1 · · · sikω∨ik .

where the ω∨i are the fundamental coweights.
Two reduced expressions are said to be in the same commutation class if they

can be reached from each other by only applying the commuting braid relations
sisj = sjsi. The following lemma is obvious.

Lemma 6.4. If i and j are two reduced expressions in the same commutation class, then
the corresponding partial orders defined by (6.2) and (6.3) on the set of Kostant partitions
are the same.

As a Corollary, we recover the following c.f. [OS, Theorem 6.8] and [O, Theorem
5.10].

Corollary 6.5. Two reduced expressions in the same commutation class induce the same
polynomial highest weight structure on the category of representations of a quiver Hecke
algebra.

Remark 6.6. All of the results proven so far in this section, together with Theorem
6.11 below, are purely algebraic, so hold for all finite type quiver Hecke algebras,
not just the geometric ones considered in this paper.
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For geometric applications, we require a different choice of γi. Let v =
∑
i∈I vii

and w =
∑
i∈I wii be two elements of NI . We define the Euler form by

〈v,w〉 =
∑
i∈I

viwi −
∑
i→j

viwj .

Define

(6.4) γi(w) = 〈w, βi〉.

Theorem 6.7 (Gabriel’s Theorem, [G]). The function M 7→ dimM induces a bijection
between the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable representations of Q and the set
Φ+ of positive roots.

For each α ∈ Φ+, let M(α) be the indecomposable representation of Q of di-
mension α.

A reduced expression si1 · · · sil is said to be adapted to Q if for each 1 ≤ k ≤ l,
the vertex ik is a sink of the quiver σik−1

· · ·σi2σi1Q. Here σi is the operation on
a quiver which reverses the direction of all arrows incident to the vertex i. There
exists a reduced expression of w0 adapted to Q [L2, Proposition 4.12(b)]. Choose
such a reduced expression and define the roots βk by (6.1).

It is shown in [Ri, p59] that

dim Hom(M(βk),M(βl)) = 〈βk, βl〉 if k ≤ l

and
dim Ext1(M(βk),M(βl)) = −〈βk, βl〉 if k > l.

In particular the Euler form satisfies 〈βk, βl〉 ≥ 0 if k ≤ l and 〈βk, βl〉 ≤ 0 if k > l,
so defining {γk} as in (6.4) is admissible.

Theorem 6.8. [Ri, p59] Suppose the reduced expression w0 = si1 · · · siN is adapted to
Q. Then

dim Hom(M(βk),M(βl)) = max(γk(βl), 0).

Given a Kostant partition λ = (n1, . . . , nN ), define

M(λ) =

N⊕
i=1

M(βi)
⊕ni .

There is a bijection between KP (ν) and the set of Gν-orbits on Eν where the
Kostant partition λ is sent to the orbit of modules isomorphic to M(λ).

The following is related to [Ba, §4.3].

Theorem 6.9. Suppose that the reduced expression w0 = si1 · · · siN is adapted to Q
and consider the corresponding partial order ≺ on the set of Kostant partitions KP (ν),
equivalently on the set of Gν-orbits on Eν . Then the partial order ≺ on KP(ν) describes
the closure order on the set of Gν-orbits on Eν .

Proof. By [Bo, Proposition 3.2], the orbit closure partial order is given by M � N
if and only if dim Hom(M,X) ≤ dim Hom(N,X) for all X . The result now follows
from Theorem 6.8. �

Theorem 6.10. TheGν-equivariant map f :Yν−→Eν satisfies the conditions (♠)1, (♠)2
and (♥), and A(X, f) is even.
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Proof. Condition (♠)1 is Gabriel’s Theorem, Theorem 6.7. For (♠)2, let λ = (n1, . . . , nN )
be a Kostant partition. The stabiliser of a point in the orbit corresponding to λ is
the group of units End(M(λ))×. By Theorem 6.8 and the property that γk(βl) ≤ 0
for k > l, there is a surjection

End(M(λ))× �
N∏
i=1

End(M(αi)
⊕ni)×

whose kernel is unipotent. Since End(M(α)) ∼= k for all roots α, this quotient
group is isomorphic to

∏N
i=1GLni . It is well-known that for G a product of gen-

eral linear groups, H∗G(pt; k) is concentrated in even degrees. An extension by a
unipotent group does not change the equivariant cohomology of a point, complet-
ing the proof of (♠)2.

The evenness ofA(X, f) is due to Maksimau [M1, Theorem 1.1(1)]. Maksimau’s
theorem is actually stronger than what we need, which can be deduced by noticing
that the argument in [Ro, §5.3.6] works in all characteristics.

We now show (♥). Le O be an orbit. By [Re, Theorem 2.2], there is a connected
component Y i

ν of Yν , together with maps

Y i
ν
h−→ Z

g−→ O

where g is a resolution of singularities and h is a fibration with fibre a product
of flag varieties. Therefore h∗k is a direct sum of copies of shifts of the constant
sheaf on Z. Since g is a resolution, it is an isomorphism overO, so g∗kZ restricts to
the constant sheaf on O. Therefore (h ◦ g)∗k has a summand supported on O and
restricting to the constant sheaf on O. As Y i

ν is a connected component of Yν , the
same is true for f∗kYν .

By the main theorem of [KL1], the number of indecomposable projective R(ν)-
modules is equal to kpf(ν). Thus the number of indecomposable summands of
f∗kYν up to isomorphism and grading shift is also equal to kpf(ν). The number
of Gν-orbits on Eν is also kpf(ν). The previous paragraph shows that our desired
map between indecomposable direct summands and orbits is surjective. Since the
two sets have the same cardinality, this map is bijective, hence (♥) holds. �

Theorem 6.11. Let R(ν) be a quiver Hecke algebra of finite type. Then the category of
R(ν)-modules is polynomial highest weight for the partial order defined by 6.2 (equiva-
lently R(ν) is polynomial quasihereditary for this order).

Proof. First we show that the standard modules from [BKM] are the same as in this
paper. For now, we use ∆(π) to denote the standard modules defined in [BKM,
§3]. To achieve this identification, we have to show that

(1) Any simple subquotient of ∆(π) is of the form L(σ) with σ � π.
(2) If σ � π, then dim Hom(∆(π), L(σ)) = δπσ and Ext1(∆(π), L(σ)) = 0.

For (1), by [BKM, Theorem 3.11], it suffices to consider composition factors L(σ)

of the proper standard modules, denoted ∆(π) there. The desired triangularity
result is now [Mc1, Theorem 3.1(5)], remembering Corollary 6.3.

For (2), it follows in a standard manner from [BKM, Theorem 3.12(2)] and the
upper-triangularity result we have just proved.

Therefore the standard modules in [BKM] are the same as in this paper. We now
proceed to check (SC1), (SC2) and (HWC).
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Condition (SC1), that a projective has a standard flag, is [BKM, Corollary 3.14].
For the proof of (SC2), let λ = (n1, . . . , nN ) be a Kostant partition. The stan-

dard module decomposes as an induced product

∆(λ) = ∆(β1)(n1) ◦ · · · ◦∆(βN )(nN ).

Now consider the following computation

End(∆(λ)) ∼= Hom(∆(β1)(n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(βN )(nN ),Resn1β1,...,nNβn ∆(λ))

∼= End(∆(β1)(n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(βN )(nN ))

∼=
n⊗
i=1

End(∆(βi)
(ni))

∼=
n⊗
i=1

k[x1, . . . , xni ]
Sni .

The first isomorphism is the induction-restriction adjunction, the second is the
same proof as [Mc1, Lemma 3.3] or better [Mc2, Lemma 8.6]. The final isomor-
phism follows from the content of [BKM, §3.2], since the nil-Hecke algebra is a
matrix algebra over symmetric functions. Since the ring of symmetric functions is
a polynomial algebra, we have proved (SC2).

Now we turn our attention to proving (HWC) and first consider the case where
the support of λ is a single root α, hence λ is of the form nα for some n ∈ N.
There is an algebra S(nα) which is the quotient of R(nα) such that the category
of S(nα)-modules is the same as the Serre subcategory generated by the simple
module L(λ). The module ∆(λ) is an indecomposable projective module over
S(nα). By Morita theory, since S(nα) only has one simple module, S(nα) ∼=
MatdimL(λ)(End ∆(λ)). As End(∆(λ)) is commutative, ∆(λ) is free and of finite
rank over its endomorphism algebra.

Now for general λ = (n1, . . . , nN ), we have

∆(λ) ∼=
⊕
w

ψw∆(β1)(n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗∆(βn)(nN )

as vector spaces, where ψw is a finite collection of elements in R(ν).
For φ = φ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ φN ∈ End(∆(λ)) ∼= ⊗i End(∆(βi)

(ni)), we have

φ(ψw(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vn)) = ψwφ1(v1)⊗ · · · ⊗ φn(vn)

Since each ∆(βi)
(ni) has just been shown to be finite free over End(∆(βi)

(ni)), each
summand ψw∆(β1)(n1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ∆(βn)(nN ) is finite free over ⊗i End(∆(βi)

(ni)) ∼=
End(∆(λ)), and hence the same is true for ∆(λ), as required. �

We are now able to apply Theorem 5.2 to deduce the following corollary. It has
a direct proof in type A due to Maksimau [M1, Corollary 3.36] and is new in types
D and E.

Corollary 6.12. The morphism f :Yν−→Eν is even.

An example of an immediate consequence of this Corollary is that [Wi, Theorem
3.7] is now known to hold in all finite ADE types.
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7. REFLECTION FUNCTORS

We now generalise Kato’s theory of reflection functors for quiver Hecke alge-
bras developed in [K2] from characteristic zero to all characteristics. These are
functors which categorify Lusztig’s action of the braid group on Uq(g) by algebra
automorphisms Ti.

Let i ∈ I . Choose an orientation of Q such that i is a sink. Let Qσ be the quiver
obtained from Q by reversing the direction of all arrows incident to i. Given a
representation V of either Q or Qσ , write Vj for the vector space placed at the
vertex j.

Let Ui(ν) be the subset of Eν(Q) consisting of modules for which the map⊕
j→i

Vj
φ−→ Vi

is surjective.
Let iU(ν) be the subset of Eν(Qσ) consisting of modules for which the map

Vi
ψ−→

⊕
i→j

Vj

is injective.

Theorem 7.1. [BGP, Theorem 1.1] The BGP reflection functor Ti :Q-mod−→Qσ-mod
induces an equivalence between the full subcategory of Q-mod where φ is surjective, and
the full subcategory of σQ-mod where ψ is injective.

Corollary 7.2. The quotient stacks [Ui(ν)/Gν ] and [iU(siν)/Gsiν ] are isomorphic.

Proof. These are the moduli stacks of objects in the categories shown to be equiva-
lent in the above theorem. �

Lemma 7.3. The map A(Eν(Q), f)→ A(Ui(ν), f) is surjective.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollaries 6.12 and 4.2. �

The positive part of the quantum group U+ is the unital associative algebra
generated by elements θi subject to the quantum Serre relations

θiθj = θjθi if i · j = 0

(q + q−1)θiθjθi = θiθ
2
j + θjθ

2
i if i · j = −1

The algebra U+ has an integral form over Z[q, q−1] which we call f . It is the
Z[q, q−1]-subalgebra generated by the divided powers θni /[n]!, where [n]! =

∏n
i=1

qi−q−i
q−q−1 .

This algebra is graded by NI . The main theorem of [KL1] is that the quiver Hecke
algebras categorify f , which means there is an isomorphism⊕

ν

K0(R(ν)-pmod) ∼= f .

HereR(ν)-pmod is the category of finitely generated graded projectiveR(ν)-modules.
Further properties of this isomorphism including compatibilities with induction
and restriction functors are discussed and proven in [KL1].
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Let i ∈ I . Let ri : f−→ f be the linear map defined inductively by

ri(θj) = δij

ri(xy) = qdeg(y)·iri(x)y + xri(y).

For our purposes we need to know that ri categorifies the functor Resi,ν−i in
the sense that

(7.1) [Resi,ν−iM ] = θi ⊗ ri([M ]).

This follows from the results in [KL1].
We also need the decomposition f ∼= ker(ri)⊕ fθi. [L3, §38.1].

Proposition 7.4. The inclusion A(Ui(ν), f)-mod ⊂ R(ν)-mod induces the inclusion
ker(ri) ⊂ f upon passing to Grothendieck groups.

Proof. Let j :Ui(ν)−→Eν be the inclusion. It is an open immersion. Let z be the
inclusion of the closed complement. If P is an indecomposable parity sheaf, then
j∗P is either indecomposable or zero, by [JMW, Proposition 2.11]. Therefore the
collection of indecomposable parity sheaves on Ui(ν) is exactly the restrictions of
those indecomposable parity sheaves on Eν which have a nonzero restriction.

Let P be such an indecomposable parity sheaf and consider the short exact se-
quence from Lemma 4.1:

(7.2) 0→ Hom•(L, z!z!P)→ Hom•(L,P)→ Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)→ 0.

We will show that this short exact sequence categorifies the decomposition f ∼=
ker(ri)⊕ fθi.

Since P is parity, a short computation using base change shows that z!z!P is
!-parity. Therefore by Lemma 4.3, Hom•(L, z!z!P) has a standard flag. Each stan-
dard module appearing in this flag is supported on Eν \ Ui(ν), thus corresponds
to a Kostant partition where nN 6= 0. Therefore the standard module is of the form
∆′ ◦R(i) (up to multiplicity). Therefore [Hom•(L, z!z!P)] lies in fθi.

We now show that the class of the A(Ui(ν), f)-module Hom•(j∗L, j∗P) lies in
ker(ri). Using (7.1), we have to show that if L is a simple module for A(Ui(ν), f),
then Resi,ν−i L = 0.

Suppose for want of a contradiction thatL is simple forA(Ui(ν), f) and Resi,ν−i L 6=
0. Then there exists a projective R(ν − i)-module Q together with a nonzero map
from R(i)⊗Q to Resi,ν−i L and hence by adjunction a nonzero map from R(i) ◦Q
to L.

The projective module R(i) ◦ Q is of the form Hom•(L,P) for some P . As P is
induced, its support is contained in the set of modules which have Si as a quotient,
where Si is the simple representation of Q at the vertex i. Since i is a sink, Si
is a projective representation of Q. Therefore supp(P) is contained in the set of
modules of the form Si ⊕ X . Letting Z be the complement of Ui(ν) in Eν , we
see that supp(P) ⊂ Z. Now as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, there cannot be any
nonzero homomorphism from R(i) ◦ Q to L (as j∗z∗ = 0). This is a contradiction
and hence we’ve shown that [Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)] lies in ker(ri).

Turning our attention back to the short exact sequence (7.2), we have the iden-
tity in f

[Hom•(L,P)] = [Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)] + [Hom•(L, z!z!P)].
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We have shown that [Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)] ∈ ker(ri) and [Hom•(L, z!z!P)] ∈ fθi. The
short exact sequence (7.2) is thus a categorification of the direct sum decomposi-
tion f ∼= ker(ri)⊕ fθi.

Let τ be the projection from f to ker(ri). We’ve shown that τ([Hom•(L,P)]) =
[Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)]. Since the elements of the form τ([Hom•(L,P)]) span ker(ri)
and those of the form [Hom•(j∗L, j∗P)] span K0(A(Ui(ν), f)), we’ve shown the
desired isomorphismK0(A(Ui(ν), f)) ∼= ker(ri) in a way which is compatible with
the inclusion into f . �

Theorem 7.5. The algebras A(Ui(ν), f) and A(iU(siν), f) are Morita equivalent.

Proof. Let Pi be the direct sum of all indecomposable parity sheaves (up to shift)
on [Ui(ν)/Gν ]. Let iP be the direct sum of all indecomposable parity sheaves (up
to shift) on [iU(siν)/Gsiν ]. Normalise Pi and iP so that they are Verdier self-dual,
this is possible because Verdier duality preserves the set of parity sheaves. By
Corollary 7.2, there is an isomorphism of algebras

Hom•(Pi,Pi) ∼= Hom•(iP, iP).

The indecomposable summands of f∗kYi ∈ D
b
Gν

(Ui(ν)) up to shift comprise the set
of all indecomposable Gν-equivariant parity sheaves on Ui(ν) up to shift. There-
fore the algebras A(Ui(ν), f) and Hom•(Pi,Pi) are Morita equivalent. (An ex-
plicit bimodule giving this Morita equivalence is Hom•(f∗kYi ,Pi), where Yi =

f−1(Ui(ν)) ⊂ Yν .)
Similarly A(iU(siν), f) and Hom•(iP, iP) are Morita equivalent. This proves

the theorem. �

Definition 7.6. Let Ti denote the equivalence fromA(Ui(ν), f)-mod toA(iU(siν), f)-mod
constructed in Theorem 7.5.

We now entertain a discussion as to whether or not this functor Ti is monoidal,
in the sense that there is a natural isomorphism Ti(M ◦N) ∼= Ti(M) ◦ Ti(N) for all
modules M,N ∈ A(Ui(ν), f)-mod. If the algebra A(X, f) is formal as a dg-algebra
then sinceA(X, f) is of finite global dimension, every finitely generated module is
of the form M ∼= Hom•(L,F) for some F ∈ Db

G(X; k). Then monoidality of Ti fol-
lows from the corresponding statement at the sheaf level, which is easy to check.
This check appears in [K3, Mc3], from which monoidality is deduced in charac-
teristic zero via the formality of A(X, f). Unfortunately, formality of A(X, f) is
currently unknown when k has positive characteristic.

For i ∈ I there is an automorphism Ti of the entire quantum group (denoted
T ′i,+ in [L3]). It is customarily used to construct PBW bases. When restricted to f ⊂
Uq(g), this induces an isomorphism of subalgebras Ti : ker(ri)−→ker(ir) [L3, Prop
38.1.6], where ir is defined like ri but with multiplication in the other order, so that
it is the decategorification of Resν−i,i. Our final result is that our equivalence Ti
decategorifies to Ti.

Theorem 7.7. The equivalence of categories Ti :A(Ui(ν), f)-mod−→A(iU(siν), f)-mod
induces the isomorphism Ti : ker(ri)−→ker(ir) at the level of Grothendieck groups.

Proof. The classes of the standard modules comprise a basis for the Grothendieck
groups. Since the standard modules are intrinsic to the polynomial highest weight
category with its partial order, Ti sends a standard module to a standard module.
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By [BKM, §3], the classes of the standard modules are elements of the PBW
basis. The isomorphism Ti : ker(ri)−→ ker(ir) maps one PBW basis to the other.
This completes the proof up to powers of q and a permutation. By ensuring that
our Morita equivalences always use the appropriate self-dual sheaves, we ensure
that there are no powers of q to deal with. To confirm there is no permutation, we
consider the geometric description of standard modules to see that each standard
module gets sent to the appropriate standard module under Ti. �
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